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The Astronomy Department of the University of Geneva (UNIGE) and its Exoplanet Team

About the Astronomy Department

The Department of Astronomy of the University of Geneva (UNIGE) is located on the commune of
Versoixs 5  km from the Geneva city center. The main buidings (l’Observatoire) are in the forest on
the site of Sauvernys   km from the town of Versoix. Another sites Ecogias closer to town hosts most
of our space developments. Grounded in 5772 as the Geneva Observatory the insttute became the
Department of Astronomy of UNIGE in 5973.  

Todays  a  group of  approximately 5 0 people are  employeds  including scientstss  PhD candidatess
studentss technical staf (computer and electronics specialistss mechanics)s as well as administratve
staf. 

The Astronomy  Department  manages  a  permanent  astronomical  observaton  statonn  a  5s2  m
telescope on the site of La Silla (ESOs Chile). Observatons are also regularly obtained with the other
ESO facilitess from the 5.93m telescope on the site of St-Michel (Observatory of Haute Provences
OHPs France)s and from La Palma (Canary Islandss Spain). 

Astronomy Department Research Overview

Research in the Department of Astronomy is described according to the Roadmap for Astronomy in
Switzerland 2007-2056 four main themesn

 Exoplanetary systems
 Stars formaton   evoluton
 Galaxies   Universe
 Extreme Universe

Main Building of the Astronomy Department in Versoix/Geneva
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https://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/files/1515/1742/1462/Roadmap-for-Astronomy-in-Switzerland-2007-2016.pdf
https://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/files/1515/1742/1462/Roadmap-for-Astronomy-in-Switzerland-2007-2016.pdf
http://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/en/
file:///Users/ffischer/Desktop/South%20African-Swiss%20Residency%20Exchange%202018%20lokal/artists-in-labs%20South%20African%20-%20Swiss%20Residency%20Exchange%202018/Applications%20Documents/Applications%20Documents_Drafts/%7B/sciences/astro/en/research/extreme-universe/
https://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/en/research/galaxies-and-universe/
https://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/en/research/stars/
https://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/en/research/exoplanetary-systems/
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Research at the Exoplanetary Group

The discovery of planets orbitng other stars (exoplanets) has been
one of the major breakthroughs in astronomy of the past decades.
The  main  interests  in  the  feld  undoubtedly  now  reside  in  the
detecton and  characterisaton of  solid  planetss  to  constrain  the
physical and atmospheric conditons at the planet surfaces and to
search for possible tracers of life in their atmospheres.

Todays  more  than  3000  established  planetary  companions  are
known to orbit stars of spectral types from F to Ms most of which
are giant gaseous planets due to limitatons in our detecton techniques.  In the course of  these
discoveriess  our  understanding of  planetary formaton has  had to integrate several  new peculiar
characteristcss leading us to contnuously re-examine the statstcal propertes of the derived orbital
elements and stellar-host and planet characteristcss in search of constraints for the diferent planet
formaton and evoluton scenarios.

In the past decades we have experienced a new breakthrough in the feld with the detectons of lights
solid (rocky/icy) planets. A large populaton of Neptune-mass and super-Earth planetss outnumbering
gaseous giants in planetary systemss  has emerged from the observatons (radial  velocitys  transits
microlensing). This is also in agreement with the predictons of planet formaton models based on the
core  accreton  paradigm  (botom-up  building  of  the  planetss  startng  from  dust).  From  these
discoveriess  we  learned  that  planetary  systems  may  difer  substantally  from  ourss  in  masss
compositons distance scales orbital eccentricitess and global system architecture. The main surprise
was the huge diversity of outcome Nature is able to provide and the most excitng prospect is the
hint of existence among them of a large number of planets similar to ours (at least in sizes mass and
good positon in the systems i.e. not too closes not too far from their Sun to be amenable for life.

The actvites in the domain of exoplanets at the Astronomy Department cover the detecton and
characterisaton  of  exoplanetss  mainly  based  on  an  observatonal  approachs  pushing  the
development of a work-class instrumentaton on the ground and in spaces associated to well tailored
observing programmes.

NCCR "PlanetS"

The Astronomy Department UNIGE is co-leading with colleagues from the University of Bern the
NCCR “Planet S” (Natonal Center of Competence in Research).  Established by the Swiss Natonal
Science  Foundaton  in  June  2054s  the  NCCR  "PlanetS"  brings  together  researchers  from  the
Universites of Bern (Leading House)s Geneva (co-Leading House)s and Zürich as well as of the ETHs
Zürich and Lausanne. It is structured in research projects and platorms that provide the long-term
structuring elements of the NCCR. Through the involvement of the Astronomy Departments the artst
will have possibilites to interact with researchers of the NCCR "PlanetS". 

The  discovery  in  599  of  the  frst  giant  planet  outside  our  solar  system by  Swiss  astronomers
spawned a unique revoluton in modern astronomy. Since thens the progress has been such that the
feld is now shiting from an era of discovery to one of physical and chemical characterisaton. The
NCCR “PlanetS” allows responding to this shit by providing an interdisciplinary research programme
dedicated to the study of the origins evolutons and characterisaton of planets.
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http://www.nccr-planets.ch/
https://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/exoplanets/en/projects/
https://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/exoplanets/en/research/
http://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/en/
https://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/exoplanets/files/2215/1644/2291/stellar-classification.jpg
https://www.unige.ch/sciences/astro/exoplanets/en/projects/cheops/

